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Abstract: Walnut shell breaking is the first step of deep walnut processing. This study aims to investi-
gate the mechanical properties and fracture state of the Qingxiang walnut shell under unidirectional
load and guide the complete separation of the walnut shell and kernel. The spherical thin shell model
of the walnut (the fitting error is less than 5%) was established and verified. The process from the
initiation to the expansion of walnut cracks was analyzed. The crack expansion rate was estimated
in terms of the crack fracture regularity on the shell’s surface. Based on the momentless theory and
finite element simulation analysis, we found that the stress on the shell surface in the concentrated
force action region was gradient distributed from inside to outside and that the internal forces were
equal in all directions in the peripheral force action region. The unidirectional impact shell-breaking
experiments confirmed the reliability of our spherical thin shell model and verified our hypothesis of
walnut shell fracture along the longitudinal grain. Our results can provide a theoretical basis for the
development and structural optimization of shell-breaking machinery.

Keywords: walnut; physical properties; crack; broken shell experiment

1. Introduction

Walnut is a plant of the genus Juglans, and walnut, cashew, almond, and hazelnut
are known as the world’s four dried fruit. Walnut kernels are rich in nutrients such as
protein, vitamins, and cellulose. It contains high contents of unsaturated fatty acids and
multiple proteins, which is very beneficial for health and can strengthen the brain [1–3].
The shell weight of dried fruits such as walnuts is relatively large in proportion to their total
weight, but their edible part is little. Moreover, the hard shell poses a serious obstacle to the
extraction of effective components (pulp) in processing. Walnut shell, mainly composed
of lignin and hemicellulose, is hard with an irregular appearance, and thus it is difficult
to peel [4]. Moreover, there is a large difference in size between different walnuts and a
complex diaphragm connection between the shell and kernel with a small shell–kernel
gap. These factors make it difficult for the walnut shell to be completely separated from the
kernel, and thus it is also difficult to achieve a high complete kernel rate.

At present, the manual shell breaking method with a high cost and low efficiency is
gradually being replaced by high-efficiency mechanical shell breaking. In order to realize
the mechanization of walnut shell breaking, a large number of studies have been con-
ducted [5]. Appropriate moisture content and force loading direction have been reported to
greatly improve the processing efficiency and quality of walnuts [6–9]. A large number of
tests have revealed that two pairs of normal concentrated forces can better achieve uniform
shell rupture [10]. The research on the mechanical properties of walnut shell breaking
from the perspective of finite elements provides a theoretical basis for the development
of walnut shell breaking machinery [11,12]. Ojolo et al. designed a rotary sheller, but the
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shelling effect was far from satisfactory due to the large individual difference in walnut
shells [13]. Li et al. developed a cone-basket walnut shell breaking device with a desirable
processing effect but relatively low shelling efficiency [14]. Liu et al. designed a flexible
belt-shearing extrusion shell-breaking device that improved the shelling rate and reduced
the kernel breaking rate [15]. Ding et al. proposed a bionic knocking shell breaking method
and developed a bionic knocking walnut shell breaking machine, which exhibited high
shell breaking efficiency but a low complete kernel rate [16].

In order to improve the shell breaking efficiency and shell kernel separation rate, this
study explored the shell breaking state and mechanical properties of walnut shells under
unidirectional load based on the physical characteristics of the walnut shell. The walnut
shell is a spherical shell composed of two hemispherical shells that are combined at the
suture line (ridge line). It has been reported that when the walnut suture line (ridge line)
is loaded with forces, the walnut shell and kernel will be divided into two parts directly
from the ridge line. Therefore, this study selected the shell surface except for the ridge line
for modeling and investigated the related characteristics of the continuous shell surface to
provide a theoretical basis for the development of shell-breaking machinery.

2. Analysis and Verification of Walnut Characteristics
2.1. Materials and Instruments

This study used Qingxiang thin-skinned walnuts as experiment materials. Three
sizes of walnuts with a diameter of 35 ± 2 mm for large, 33 ± 2 mm for medium, and
27 ± 2 mm for small were selected as the walnut samples. The test instruments mainly
include a texture meter, a digital vernier caliper (with an accuracy of 0.02 mm), and a digital
thickness measuring instrument (with an accuracy of 0.02 mm).

2.2. Tests and Analysis
2.2.1. Sphericity Measurement

The measurement direction of the triaxial size of a walnut is shown in Figure 1.
The walnut was fixed with a plane fixture, and the maximum measurement value in
each direction was used as the measurement result. The three-axis dimensions of three
sizes (large, medium, and small) of walnuts were measured by a digital vernier caliper.
The measurement results were recorded, and the sphericity was calculated according to
Equation (1).

S =
3
√

abc
d

(d = max{abc}) (1)

where S is the sphericity, a is the edge diameter (mm), b is the transverse diameter (mm),
and c is the longitudinal diameter (mm).
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of walnut diameter. Figure 1. Schematic diagram of walnut diameter.

2.2.2. Sphericity Analysis

The average sphericity of large, medium, and small walnuts was 0.889, 0.883, and 0.904,
with the standard deviations of 0.028, 0.012, and 0.019, respectively. Since the sphericity
of the walnuts in all three sizes was above 88%, with a very small standard deviation, the
selected walnuts were appropriate for approximate spherical modeling.
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2.2.3. Shell Thickness Measurement

Since the walnut shell is symmetrically distributed, seven points were selected from
half of the shell surface to measure the shell thickness, as shown in Figure 2. The thickness
of each sampling point was measured by a digital thickness measuring instrument. Walnuts
were divided into three groups (large, medium, and small sizes), with seven walnuts per
group and seven thickness measurement points per walnut. The multiple measurement
results were averaged.
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2.2.4. Shell Thickness Analysis

The measurement results of walnut shell thickness at different measurement points
are shown in Figure 3. Figure 3 shows that the shell thickness was correlated with the
size and measurement point of the walnut. Therefore, these two factors affecting the shell
thickness were selected as factor A (walnut size) and factor B (measurement point). Two-
Way ANOVA was performed to reveal the difference in shell thickness between different
groups (Table 1). The results showed that the p (test value) of the two factors was above 0.01,
indicating that the shell thickness at any point on the selected shell surface was uniform
between different size groups.
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Table 1. Two-way ANOVA of shell thickness.

Factors Sum of Squares Degree of Freedom Mean Square F p

Factor A 0.01384 2 0.00692 3.89 0.15
Factor B 0.05885 6 0.00981 2.99 0.04

Error 0.03710 12 0.00309
Sum 0.10978 20
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The above measurement results showed that the walnut shell was approximately
spherical and that the shell thickness was uniform. Therefore, the walnut shell was simpli-
fied as a spherical thin shell model in this study, and the shell analysis was carried out by
establishing the spherical thin shell model.

2.3. Fit Verification of Spherical Thin Shell Model

The previous study has shown that when the load is applied to the walnut, the stress
is the largest at the load point, and the deformation area is concentrated near the load point.
In addition, the shell thickness and compression stiffness vary with different positions,
suggesting the mechanical properties are different at different positions of the walnut shell.
When an external load is increased to a certain value, the walnut shell will be unstable
or even break. According to elastic mechanics, the critical buckling pressure Pcr of thin
spherical shells is calculated according to Equation (2):

Pcr =
2E√

3(1− µ2)
(

h
r
)

2
(2)

where Pcr is the critical pressure (GPa), E is the elastic modulus (GPa), µ is Poisson’s ratio,
h is the shell thickness (mm), and r is the radius (mm).

Experimental measurements were performed using a texture analyzer. The results
were as follows: walnut elastic modulus E = 0.18 GPa and Poisson’s ratio µ = 0.38. The
shell thickness, the radius measurement value (r = min {a, b, c}/2), the elastic modulus, and
the Poisson’s ratio were substituted into the above formula to calculate the critical stress
for breaking the shell, and then the shell breaking force was calculated according to the
formula F = Pcr × S, where F is the shell breaking force, Pcr is the critical pressure, S is the
compressed area (S = 100 mm2), and the corresponding theoretical calculation values are
presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Shell breaking force comparison.

Shell-Breaking Force
Sizes

Small (27 ± 2 mm) Medium (33 ± 2 mm) Large (35 ± 2 mm)

Calculated Value/N 317.3 303.7 312.7
Observed Value/N 329.6 316.1 329.2

Deviation/% 3.7 3.9 5.0

The average shell breaking force of walnut actually measured by the texture analyzer
was used as the observed value. The deviation value was calculated by the observed value
and the calculated value, with the results presented in Table 2.

As shown in Table 2, there was a certain deviation between the calculated values from
the spherical thin-shell model and the actually observed values in this study, indicating that
the actual shell shape, shell thickness distribution, and other factors had a certain influence
on the force characteristics of walnuts. Since the deviation values in the three groups were
less than 5%, a high approximation level and a good model fitting degree were indicated.

3. Crack Analysis

During the experiment, under unidirectional (Y-direction) load, the force was increased
with the increase in the downward loading displacement. After reaching the strength limit,
the walnut was unstable and fractured. In this process, the fracture first occurred at the
maximum stress (the load point). When the downward load displacement continued to
increase, the walnut shell continued to bend downward in the load direction. At the same
time, the crack expanded outward from the load point and ended when the crack length
reached the maximum (Figure 4).
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3.1. Crack Type

According to the characteristics of force and displacement, cracks fall into three basic
types, namely, type I, type II, and type III. In the load concentration area, the load is the
normal stress σ, and the direction is perpendicular to the surface of the walnut shell. When
it is pressed downward, the walnut will eventually rupture to form a crack, and the relative
slippage of a crack occurs between the two surfaces, which is a type II crack. Outside the
concentrated action domain, the crack mainly extends outward under the action of the
partial force pointing to each side of the walnut, and the crack characterized by tearing
from the middle is a type I crack.

3.2. Crack Initiation

According to material mechanics, the brittle material will fail when the maximum
principal normal stress reaches the unidirectional strength limit of the material under tensile
or compressive load, which is the maximum normal stress yield criterion. The maximum
normal stress yield criterion can be specified by the function as follows:

σM = MAX(
∣∣σx
∣∣, ∣∣σy

∣∣, ∣∣σz
∣∣) (3)

where σM is the ultimate strength, and σx, σy, and σz are the stresses in the three principal
axis directions.

When σM < σu, the material will not break, and when σM ≥ σM, the material will break.
In our walnut shell breaking model, σx = 0, σy = Pcr, and σz = 0, and thus the limit pressure
strength σu = |σy| = Pcr. Under load Pcr, σ1 = 0, σ2 = −p (negative sign indicates pressure
stress), σ3 = 0, as a result, σM = |σ2| = p. When p ≥ Pcr, that is, σM ≥ σu, according to the
maximum normal stress yield criterion, the failure fracture of the walnut shell occurred,
and the initial crack was generated, which was the crack initiation process.

3.3. Crack Expansion

Generally, two parameters in linear elastic fracture mechanics are employed to measure
the crack generation ability, namely energy release rate G and stress intensity factor K. When
the energy release rate G or the stress intensity factor K exceeds their critical value (G ≥ GC
or K ≥ KC), it is considered that fracture occurs, which is the fracture criterion. According to
fracture mechanics, stress intensity factor K is a measure of crack severity, which is related
to crack size, stress, and geometric shape. This study assumes that the mechanical behavior
of a walnut shell is linear elastic, and thus we analyzed the crack characteristics of a walnut
shell based on the knowledge of linear elastic fracture mechanics.

One previous study has shown that cracks generated on a certain material tend
to expand to the positions where toughness was increasingly lowered. For wood, the
toughness along the grain direction is lower than that in other directions, and thus wood
tends to fracture in the grain direction [17]. The walnut shells in this study also exhibited a
similar breaking pattern, namely, walnut shells fracture in the longitudinal direction (Y-axis
direction), which was defined as the “along-grain direction”, and the transverse direction
(X-axis direction) is the “horizontal direction”.
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Based on this, we hypothesized that walnut shells might fracture “along the longitu-
dinal grain”. To test our hypothesis, the material critical strength KC was calculated. The
stress intensity factor K is related to the applied stress and the crack length. Based on linear
elastic fracture mechanics, K is usually calculated by Equation (4) [18]:

K = FS
√

πa (4)

where parameter F is a function of the ratio a/b, which is related to the geometry; S is the
load stress, and a is the crack length.

In the case of the ratio of α = a/b < 0.4, F is calculated according to Equation (5):

F = 1.12S
√

πa (5)

In other cases, where α = a/b, F is calculated according to Equation (6):

F =

√
2

πα
tan

πα

2

[
0.923 + 0.199(1− sin πα

2 )2

cos πα
2

]
(6)

3.3.1. Longitudinal (Along Grain) Direction

The crack length measurement in the longitudinal direction is shown in Figure 5. When
the longitudinal ratio α = a/b = 0.51 is substituted into Equation (6), longitudinal FZ = 1.48
(Figure 5). Our results also showed that the average crack length of the longitudinal shell
breaking of a walnut shell is a = 34.3 mm, and the shell breaking force is SZ = 310 N.
When these data were substituted into Equation (4), the fracture toughness along the grain
direction of a walnut shell is KZC = 1.51 MPa·m1/2.
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3.3.2. Horizontal (X-Axis) Direction

The crack length measurement in the transverse direction is shown in Figure 6.
When the transverse ratio α = a/b = 0.50 was substituted into Equation (6), longitudi-
nal FX = 1.47. In addition, our results showed that the average crack length of a walnut
shell is a = 20.1 mm, and the shell breaking force is SX = 468 N. When the above data were
substituted into Equation (4), we obtained the transverse fracture toughness of a walnut
shell as KZC = 1.72 MPa·m1/2.
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Elastic Modulus 
E 
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Initial Value 0.18 GPa 0.5 kg/m3 0 34.3 mm 
  

Figure 6. Crack length measurement in the horizontal direction, a is the crack length, b is the
transverse diameter.
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Our calculation results showed that the transverse fracture toughness was greater than
the longitudinal fracture toughness, indicating that the longitudinal intensity is smaller
than the transverse intensity, thus confirming our hypothesis that walnut shells might
fracture “along longitudinal grain”.

The actual observation also showed that most of the cracks were also longitudinal
cracks. Therefore, it can be concluded that no matter whether the initial cracks of walnuts
are along the longitudinal direction, they are always affected by the fracture properties
along the longitudinal grain during the crack extension process, and under this influence,
the cracks would be longitudinally shifted.

3.4. Crack Expansion Rate

In the experiments, the cracking time of a walnut shell under load pressure is so short
that the process cannot be observed by eyes. The cracking time of a walnut shell can be
estimated according to the relevant formula. According to brittle solid fracture mechanics,
the crack expansion rate is calculated by Equation (7) [19]:

v(c) = vT f (c/c0, α) (7)

where vT is the limit speed, and f is the function of scale one, which is calculated as:

f (c/c0, 0) = 1− c0/c (8)

where c0 is the initial crack length, and c is the crack extension length.
The estimation of the limit speed is as follows:

vT ≈ 0.38v1 (9)

where v1 = (E/ρ)1/2 is the longitudinal sound rate.
The initial conditions for calculating the crack expansion rate of walnuts are shown in

Table 3, and the calculation results are shown in Table 4. The average shell cracking time
was calculated as t = a/v(c) = 4.75 µs. The calculation results of the crack expansion rate
showed that the crack formation time was very short. Based on it, we proposed that it is
not necessary to consider the crack formation time. Instead, only the force loading time on
the walnut shell surface should be taken into account in practical applications.

Table 3. The initial conditions for calculating the crack expansion rate of walnuts.

Initial Conditions Elastic Modulus E Density ρ Initial Crack Length c0
Average Length of

Cracks a

Initial Value 0.18 GPa 0.5 kg/m3 0 34.3 mm

Table 4. The calculation results of the walnut crack expansion rate.

Type The Longitudinal
Sound Rate v1

The Limit Speed vT f The Crack Expansion
Rate v(c)

Results 19 km/s 7.22 km/s 1 34.3 mm

4. Shell Mechanics Analysis
4.1. Shell Deformation Process

The walnut shell breaking tests under unidirectional load were performed using a
texture meter. The force-displacement curve during walnut shell breaking is shown in
Figure 7. The force-displacement curve showed that the walnut shell breaking process
under force load was summarized as follows: the AB section curve had a small slope with
small fluctuations, which might be mainly due to the texture meter cylindrical indenter get-
ting close contact with the irregular surface of the walnut; the BC section was a straight line
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with a fixed slope k. According to engineering mechanics, σ = Eε. The elastic deformation
stage is characterized by a linear relationship between the load and the strain. Therefore,
the walnut produces elastic deformation under a load of this section, and thus the BC
section was the elastic compression stage. The slope of the CD section was decreased with
the increase in the force-displacement in the transverse coordinate compared with that
of the BC section. According to material mechanics, the CD section produces not only
elastic deformation but also partial plastic deformation, and thus the CD section was a
mixed deformation stage of elastic deformation and plastic deformation. When the load
was increased to σD, the load stress reached the intensity limit of the walnut shell, and
thus brittle fracture, as one type of fracture failure, occurred. The EF section showed the
stage when the indenter continued to compress the walnut downward. Due to the brittle
fracture of the walnut, the toughness of the walnut was reduced to a low value, and thus
the load increase under unit displacement was small, eventually resulting in a small slope
k. After point F, the texture meter indenter moved back to the initial position, and the load
gradually decreased to zero.
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4.2. Internal Force Analysis

The small thickness and bending moment of the thin shell cause great stress and
deformation, which has an important influence on the establishment of the mechanical
model. Therefore, this study took the bending moment into full consideration in the
analysis of the thin-shell model. In this study, the walnut shell was divided into the
concentrated force region and peripheral force region. The concentrated force region was
the region undertaking the unidirectional load. The presence of the normal external load
resulted in a large bending moment in this region, which could not be ignored. Excluding
the concentrated force region, the remaining region far from the concentrated force was
defined as the peripheral force region with a negligible small bending moment.

4.2.1. Peripheral Force Region

Since the bending moment in the peripheral force region was negligible, the thin film
theory (namely, the momentless theory) could be used for analysis. In a momentless state
(Figure 8), only the stresses Tθ , Tϕ, and Tθϕ were examined, while torques Mθ , Mϕ, and
Mθϕ were ignored. In equilibrium state:

Mθ = Mϕ = Mθϕ = Nθ = Nϕ = 0 (10)
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Under static balance conditions:

Tϕr0sinϕ = −
∫ ϕ

0
r0R(qϕsinϕ− qncosϕ)dϕ (11)

In any cross-section of the walnut shell (Figure 9), qϕ = 0, qn = −p, R = r, r0 = rsinϕ.
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Thus:
Tϕrsin2 ϕ = −

∫ ϕ

0
r2sinϕpcosϕdϕ (12)

Thus:
Tϕ = − pr

2
(13)

Then, by the formula:
Tϕ

R1
+

Tϕ

R2
− qn = 0 (14)

where R1 and R2 are the radiuses of the primary curvature, R1 = R2 = r, thus:

Tθ = − pr
2

(15)

The results showed that Tθ was equal to Tϕ, and thus the internal force was equal in
any cross-section of the walnut shell surface within the peripheral force region, indicating
that the peripheral force region of the walnut shell had an isotropic property.

4.2.2. Concentrated Force Action Region

The external load in the concentrated force action region resulted in a large unignorable
bending moment. Therefore, this region cannot be simply analyzed by the momentless
theory, and we resorted to the corresponding moment theory for mechanical analysis. In this
study, the finite element analysis method was employed to simulate the concentrated force
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action area of the walnut shell to obtain an intuitive and specific shell stress distribution
pattern. To this end, the walnut model was constructed, and the concentrated force was
analyzed as follows.

Modeling: A 3D walnut model was constructed using a 3D scanner, and then the
obtained 3D model was introduced into the finite element software ANSYS (Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Walnut 3D scanned model.

Parameter setting: The elastic modulus of the walnut model was set as 0.18 GPa, the
Poisson ratio as 0.3, and the walnut shell density as 0.5 kg/m3.

Meshing: The grid properties were set, and the grid was endowed with material
properties. The model was meshed with a mesh quality of >0.3, indicating a suitable
meshing (Figure 11).
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Force analysis: The 100 N contact load was added to the model, and then the simulation
analysis of the loaded model was performed. The stress cloud diagram was obtained from
the simulation analysis (Figure 12). The stress cloud diagram intuitively reflected the stress
distribution in the concentrated force region. The results showed that under the load, the
shell stress was gradient-distributed along the walnut shell, reaching the maximum at the
load point, and it gradually decreased with the increasing distance from the load point.
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5. Walnut Shell Breaking Experiments under Unidirectional Load

According to the requirements of walnut shell breaking under unidirectional load, this
study designed a mechanical claw shell-breaking test bench (Figure 13) to carry out the
walnut shell breaking tests under unidirectional load.
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5.1. Test Procedure

On the test bench, a large walnut sample was grabbed by a three-fingered mechanical
claw with the walnut ridge parallel to the impact table and the midpoint of the walnut
shell surface touching the impact table when impacting, and then the mechanical claw was
lifted to different heights to enable it to fall freely along the sliding rail until the walnut fell
on the impact table to implement unidirectional load.

According to the momentum theorem, the force the walnut undertook was calculated
by Equation (16).

F · t = mv2 −mv1 (16)

where F is the force, which is unknown; t is the action time, which was set as 0.01 s; m is the
mass; v1 is the initial velocity; v2 is the final velocity; both v1 and v2 are vectors.

The overall mass of the mechanical claws was 1.6 kg. In the experiment, walnuts and
the impact table collided with almost no rebound, and thus v2 = 0, and v1 was measured
as follows. Two proximity switches were installed on the test bench framework, the
spacing of which was the calibration value X0. The first proximity switch position was
set as the starting position, and the second was set as the termination position. After
the mechanical claw was placed at the starting position, the microcontroller was turned
on. Then the mechanical claw was released to fall freely along the sliding rail. At this
time, the timing program of the microcontroller was triggered to start timing. When the
mechanical claw reached the termination position, the proximity switch was triggered
again. Subsequently, the microcontroller stopped timing immediately after receiving the
signal from the proximity switch, and t0 (the time when the mechanical claw moved from
the initial position to the termination position) was output and displayed. Then, according
to the displacement formula x = 1/2 at2, the acceleration (a) of the mechanical claw to fall
freely along the sliding rail was calculated as 9.8 m/s2. Finally, the base of the impact
table in the test bench was taken as the zero point, and X0 (the spacing between the two
proximity switches) was calibrated with 10 cm as the unit distance along the sliding rail.
From different heights (h), the mechanical claw was released to fall freely along the sliding
rail until the walnuts collided with the impact table and the shell broke. The velocity
v during the impact was calculated by the formula v2 = 2 ax. a and x (namely, h) were
substituted into the formula, and the v value (the initial velocity v1 in Equation (16))
was obtained.
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5.2. Test Results

The shell load force was calculated as follows. Based on multiple tests, the critical
height for walnut shell breaking (h) was determined as 20 cm. When the height was above
20 cm, the walnut would be seriously broken. When the height was below 20 cm, the
walnut failed to break. According to v2 = 2 ax, the initial velocity is v1 = 1.98 m/s. In
addition, when t = 0.01 s, m = 1.6 kg, v1 = 1.98 m/s were substituted into the Equation (16),
the load force F was calculated as 316.8 N in the process of collision, which was consistent
with the results obtained by the equation in Section 2.3.

After the shell-breaking tests, the walnut cracks were analyzed (Figure 14). The crack
expansion direction was consistent with our hypothesis of fracture along the longitudinal
texture. The shell and kernel were separated from the walnut kernel intact; therefore, the
shell-breaking effect was desirable.
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6. Discussion and Conclusions

In this study, the spherical thin-shell model was established for walnut shell breaking
tests, and the model fitting degree was tested by the elastic mechanical calculation based on
the spherical thin-shell theory. The model deviation was found to be within 5%, indicating
a good fitting degree of the model. Based on theoretical analysis of this model and walnut
shell breaking experiments, the following conclusions were drawn:

(1) The walnut shell was divided into the concentrated force region and peripheral force
region. In the peripheral force domain, the internal forces of the shell surface in
all directions were calculated to be equal based on the momentless theory. In the
concentrated force region, the finite element analysis method was used to intuitively
exhibit the gradient distribution of the internal force on the shell from inside to
outside. Based on these results, we suggested that the unidirectional force during
shell breaking should be loaded on the middle of the walnut shell surface so as to
make the shell surface force load uniform, thus improving the shell breaking effect
and efficiency.

(2) Walnut cracks included type I and type II cracks. According to the maximum stress
yield criterion, crack initiation occurred at the position where the load was applied,
and the crack expansion direction was determined according to the fracture criterion
and the stress intensity factor. Finally, the crack expansion rate could be used to
determine the walnut shell breaking position and force loading time so as to obtain
the complete kernel and improve the shell-kernel separation rate.

(3) The actually measured walnut shell breaking force under unidirectional load was
in line with the theoretical value, and the observed crack extension direction was
consistent with our hypothesis of fracture along the longitudinal texture. These results
jointly verified the reliability of the theoretical model proposed in this study. Our
results can provide a theoretical basis for the development and structural optimization
of shell-breaking machinery.
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